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A �me for Nature to rejuvenate

A glimmer of hope emerges

Children run hither-�ther in excitement

I lie listening to the dripping drops

Drenching in rain they rhapsodize

As I am awake, as I am asleep

With ecstatsy in their eyes

I see only clouds, large black clouds

This magnificent moment is theirs

Reminiscent of the myriad beau�es of life

Always have a story to tell.

Looking out in the vicinity

Foreshadowing a pour of rain.

To be with you, rain, I feel endowed

Those earthy smells, 

A bliss for the farmers,

Their crops ornament the lush green fields

As their profits yield.

As the melody cascades in my ears

All I hear is the sound of rain,

Reverbera�ng across, falling gently like tears.

All that flashes in my mind

Is the degree of rapture rains unfurl in us

All we can do is thank God for being kind

And bestowing on us, a gi� so miraculous!

A PLUVIOPHILE'S DREAM

GAURANSH KAPUR (IX-B)
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GRATITUDE TO TEACHERS 

AASHVI DACHEPALLI (VI-C)

who is a faithful mentor and friend.

How to stand in this world,

DPS children are very blessed,

Teacher teaches us many things,

We have teachers like gems . 

 A teacher is someone,

Parents give life to us 

Teachers shape life for us

Thank you teacher for sharing your

amazing knowledge with us,

Thank you for your pa�ence,

Which we some�mes test,

Thank you for your guidance,

Which we will explore someday
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SAI ANANYA (V-H)

DEAR TEACHERS,

You have shown all year.

As yellow as sunshine

Making all of them clear.

And all the friends we have made.

Green is for the go go

As we move to next grade.

Red is our classroom

For someday the year will end.

To have a new day of fun.

We appreciate your smiles from distance of miles

You made us more and more eager

Purple is for pa�ence

You smiled at us one by one.

Helping us through problems

Blue is how we feel

Wish you Happy Teachers Day

Please accept the wishes we send.
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SUYASH KUMAR SINGH (IV-C)

LOCKDOWN CAN`T PUT ME DOWN

coronavirus by showing us the light of the day!

 My life was perfectly fine going to school,

Reading, playing and splashing in the pool!

But slowly-slowly day-by-day,

some�mes in the night and during the day.

my interest on lockdown went away.

no one was allowed to step anywhere.

Then I'll pack my bag and head back to school,

staying at home and ea�ng food!

that coronavirus was on the loose!

I would go to the park and play,

First I thought the idea is good,

I played my games a million �mes,

and read my book a gazillion �me!

Oh! wouldn't that be cool!    

One day came a big bad news,

But I know one day God will slay,

The Government declared lockdown everywhere,
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GAURANSH KAPUR (IX-B)

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Who escaped this fate

My world was constrained 

Blindly following what was told

I have been killed in the womb

Confined inside the threshold

Not to bow and serve

You have stolen my breath

From birth un�l death
I have been suppressed

Those sisters of mine

Were doomed to live 
With rejec�on and hate

I lived in oblivion

I ask you, O Men of this land!
Who gave you the right
To decide my fate 
To cut my wings and stop my flight?

I was created to complement 

I am the one with the nerve

Breaking all shackles and chains
Like a phoenix I rose
Against all odds

 Enduring all lows

Like a river with a goal

Searching for highs 
Bearing all blows

Dare not call me the weaker one

I will keep on flowing
Standing equal and tall
Gone are the days of bowing!
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PRANITA GRANDHE  (IX-A)
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QUARANTINE
GARDENING

YAMANI SANJANA  (IX-A)



Paintings for Expressions

NIDHI RAJAKUMARA (VI-C)



Paintings for Expressions

NIDHI RAJAKUMARA (VI-C)



NAIMA IRRINKI (IV-C)



AVIKA PRIYA  (III-G)



Ayushmaan Bha�acharjee  (II -D)



CHAITANYA LALITHA AKELLA (VIII-C)



DISHITA REDDY BUTHALAPALLI (III-D)

POT PAINTING



 ISHIKA BEHERA (VIII-C)



YASHASVI TIWARI  (V-A)

PAPER MONSTER



PRANAMYA GANAPATHIRAJU (IX-A)



RITHWIK BOJJA  (V-C)



SAMADRITA BHATTACHARYA (X-A)



PAPER CRAFT

SUDIKSHA KOLLI (III-J)



SREE NANDAKEE THADAKAPALLI (V-G)



VIDHAN KUMAR (II -D)



ACHINTTYA KOMAR SINGH (II-A)



ACHINTTYA KOMAR SINGH (II-A)



AKSHITA PENTAPALLI (V-F)



DHRUV KALA (III-B)



AVIKA PRIYA (III-G)



AYUSHMAAN BHATTACHARJEE  (II-D)



CHAITANYA LALITHA AKELLA (VIII-C)



DHRUV KALA (III-B)



DAMERA AKSHIT (IV-H)



DEEKSHITHA DARUVURI  (VI-C)



JEFF J VAZHAPPILLY (V-B)



RANVEER GARG (II-C)



RITHWIK BOJJA  (V-G)



RUDRANSHA MAJUMDAR  (UKG-C)



House made with cardboard

SAMIKA SONTIREDDY (III-F)



SRI LAASYA (III-J)



VIDHAN (III-I)



VIDHAN (III-I)



VIDHAN (III-I)


